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OXFORD. Bruckner's Fifth in the University Church of St Mary the Virgin. 
Hertford Bruckner Orchestra/Paul Coones. Saturday 8 March 2003 

This was the orchestra's second performance of a Bruckner symphony in this 
church. (The Third was given there in 2000--see TBJ Vol. 4 No.2.) The 
Fifth Symphony has eluded the attention of many professional orchestras 
and conductors, and it is to Dr Coones' credit that he had encouraged 
these young players to perform the work. The orchestra consists mainly of 
students and on this occasion there were about fifty players. The 
thinness of the string complement could be heard in those passages where 
the brass is prominent. On the other hand the unusually small numbers 
made for clarity generally, and the sound was helped by the church 
acoustic. (Bruckner's symphonies should have more performances in 
churches.) 

I know from seeing some of the players afterwards that they enjoyed playing 
Bruckner. As Coones wrote in the programme: "Bruckner once declared that 
his music was for 'later times', and it would be good to harbour the 
thought that a performance of this great work, over a century after his 
death, by an orchestra of young players, might have pleased him." 

RAYMOND COX 

MANCHESTER. On Sunday 9 March the University of Manchester Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Clark Rundell, gave a spirited performance of 
Bruckner's Fourth. (The programme also featured J.S. Bach's cantata "0 
Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort" BWV 60 and Alban Berg's Violin Concerto.) The 
intricate textures of the symphony's slow movement were tackled 
fearlessly by the young players, who also did well in the problematic 
finale. 

Bruckner negotiated the "finale problem" more smoothly in his 
Eighth Symphony--which the Hall~, with Stanislaw Skrowaczewski 
as guest conductor, performed in the Bridgewater Hall on 
Tuesday 13 March. In a pre-concert interview, Skrowaczewski 
reminded us that the Eighth had not been performed by the 
orchestra in Manchester since 1989, when he was principal 
conductor. He confessed to including elements of the Haas 
edition, particularly the reprise of second-subject material 
in the finale. He conducted without a score, and his intimate 
knowledge of the symphony was reflected in his attention to 
details, meticulous pacing of climactic passages and ability 
to draw responsive playing from each section of the orchestra. 

Skrowaczewski also talked about the metaphysical elements and 
dark regions of the Eighth. In the quiet "unearthly" coda of 
the first movement, the "throbbing" opening bars of the Adagio
and the movement's bitter-sweet valedictory ending, he 
explored these hidden recesses exhaustively. The Hall~ 
responded with playing of exquisite beauty. In contrast, the 
noble harmonic grandeur of the outer movements, the elemental 
rhythmic drive of the Scherzo and the contrapuntal tour de 
force in the coda of the Finale were all impressively 
realized. CRAWFORD HOWIE 
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BIRMINGHAM. Bruckner's Fourth in Symphony Hall. Hague 
Philharmonic Orchestra/Jaap van Zweden. Saturday 5 April 

This orchestra was founded in 1904 and its audiences have 
experienced many renowned conductors and soloists. After 
World War II Willem van Otterloo was chief conductor from 1949 
to 1973, and the orchestra became ambassadors for modern and 
--especially--Romantic composers, including Bruckner. 

The performance showed finesse and control, being beautifully moulded 
and structured with care for phrasing and the inner detail. In its 
understanding of Bruckner's arching structures the whole concept was 
satisfying in all its aspects. The sheer power of the performance did not 
detract from the eloquent beauty of the solo playing, especially by horn 
and flute. The string tone was firm and solid, the brass assured and 
splendid. There was just one odd element: a rather heavy-handed timpanist 
producing some uncharacteristic thwacks. This tended to undermine the 
performance style and give a hardened feeling to the climaxes. Otherwise 
it was a performance to relish. 

In the first part of the concert Michel Dalberto played Beethoven's 
"Emperor" Concerto. A vigorous and scrupulous performance illuminated the 
qualities of both orchestra and pianist. 

RAYMOND COX 

Bruckner1s Fifth in Symphony Hall. City of Birmingham 
Symphony Orchestra/Sakari Oramo. Thursday 24 April 

Some subjective impressions. It all comes down to pace and 
phrasing! I have found that performances of this gigantic and 
heroic work fall broadly between two markers. The vast and 
splendid (if over-reverential) treatment by the later Jochum 
is light-years away from the Schalk version (adapted for the 
listening public) given by Botstein. In between there is much 
scope for experiment in a live performance--but would it work 
in key passages which are, for me, the essence of the 
symphony? 

Never before had the orchestra tackled Symphony No.5, and Oramo left 
his stamp on the work. After an expansive introduction, we were off at a 
cracking pace which could not be sustained for long. The mood became too 
contemplative prior to the restatement of the G flat major triad. 
Together with the time taken over pauses, this interfered with the forward 
thrust of the first movement, cutting it savagely into a succession of 
distinct blocks. The Adagio came tip-toeing in at a sprightly tempo. 
Here everything stops for the glorious C major theme (for me the core of 
the work). Reverence and elegant phrasing are essential, but alas the 
moment was lost. Both features appeared later in the movement where I 
felt they were misplaced. The Scherzo was pure Beethoven and came in like 
the storm from the "Pastoral" Symphony, mixed with lethargic merry-making.
The Finale is a "welcome back" to old friends from the three previous 
movements. When properly under way the movement was executed at another 
cracking pace. The coda was an opportunity for shining grandeur, 
controlled excitement, but I heard none of this. All elegant phrasing, 
orchestral glory and uplifting emotional impact were sacrificed in a mad 
dash to the finishing line. 

MICHAEL PIPER 
It is hoped to include a "Second Opinion" in our next issue. 
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LONDON. Bruckner's Fifth in the Royal Festival Hall. 
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra/Bernard Haitink. Monday 5 May 

It's a pleasure to report that half a dozen Bruckner Journal readers met 
at the Festival Hall bar, exhilarated by the performance they'd just 
heard, and exchanged views. The performance had started 40 minutes late 
because of an accident involving the orchestra's pantechnicon, and one 
could have understood if Haitink had embarked on a fleet Fifth to make up 
time. But he did not, and Tn fact the tempo of the first-movement 
Allegro and the final chorale were the only aspects of his interpretation 
which left me wishing for something quicker and more sharply articulated. 
Overall, however, it was a grand performance, and I was on my feet 
cheering at the close. 

Most impressive was the formal grasp evinced by Haitink. It is an act 
of great faith in this symphony to proceed through it in the knowledge 
that only in the finale are the preceding movements fully "achieved". 
Haitink laid out the architectural elements step by step with a restraint 
and sureness that demanded respect. I heard the symphony from the 
gallery (for £35), and from there the opening cello and bass pizzicatos 
were stunning in their unanimity, and the strings sounded glorious in the 
hushed introduction. The brass and woodwind were attractively individual, 
and they occasionally demonstrated their human fallibility. An extra 
timpanist had come from Vienna to double his colleague for a few seconds 
in the final bars of the first and last movements. (This reminded me of 
Haitink's practice in the early 1970s of including an extra timpanist in 
Bruckner's Ninth to accent the dotted rhythm of the trombones in the 
first-movement coda, as can be heard in his Concertgebouw recording for 
Philips.) 
Haitink and the orchestra were, as one might expect, very successful in 

springing the ubiquitous dance elements in the Scherzo and Finale, and 
the fugues were consummately paced--no pointless changes in tempo with 
changes in dynamic. This provided some of the most spellbinding quiet 
moments in the performance. And the final peroration blazed with infinite 
splendour. 

KEN WARD 

The combination of Bruckner, the Vienna Philharmonic and Bernard Haitink 
needs no introduction. However, little proved to be memorable. Following 
a first movement that was a model of formal integration, but detached, the 
Adagio seemed too light, swift and literal. Feelings set in that this was 
becoming a prosaic rendition, to be relieved only by Haitink's dislocation 
of the Scherzo's dance rhythms, which brought a post-Bruckner sense of 
Mahlerian irony. In the Finale, radiant and then crepuscular sounding 
strings caught the attention in their response to the brass chorale. The 
string playing in the fugue had the finesse and inter-action of a quartet. 
Elsewhere in the Finale string playing was, by this orchestra's standards, 
a little fragile. The brass, on the other hand, played both too loudly 
and with uningratiating tone. The closing bars were anything but 
uplifting, brass outweighing the strings. (Cheers and bravos can only 
have been for the noise created.) Haitink, score unopened in front of 
him, guided rather than inspired. While the performance emerged as 
classical in conception and character, there was more than a suggestion 
that the musicians were just going through the motions. 

COLIN ANDERSON 
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Bruckner: Symphony No.3 - 1873 version; 1877 version; 1889 
version; Adagio of 1876 (edited by Leopold Nowak) 
Neue Philharmonie Westfalen/Johannes Wildner - Sonarte SP20 [3 CDs] 
Supplied by SonArte Musikproduktion, Diekhoff 8, 0-48301 Nottuln 

CONDUCTORS are spoiled for choice when it comes to Bruckner's Third. 

Should they opt for the original 1873 version or pick one of the revisions 

of 1877 and 1889? Where, if at all, does the Adagio of 1876 fit in? 

Johannes Wildner gives us all three versions, with the Adagio of 1876 

included on the same disc as the 1877 version. Hence you can, if you wish, 

programme your CD player to play the symphony with the earlier version of 

the slow movement (so long as you don't mind following it with the 1878 

scherzo). 


This set is welcome since recordings of the 1873 score are uncommon, 
good recordings even more so. Rozhdestvensky's 1988 recording with the 
USSR Ministry of Culture Symphony Orchestra has never had a wide circulation 
in Britain. Eliahu Inbal's pioneering 1982 recording rushes the scherzo and 
finale, and it is marred by some slapdash and poorly balanced playing. The 
conducting lacks a sense of the music's underlying rhythmic pulse, 
especially in the main theme of the first movement, where firmness is needed 
most. Norrington's 1995 period-instrument performance refuses to rush the 
scherzo (which, Bruckner felt, was always taken too quickly) but skims over 
the outer movements, taking 18'48" for the first movement as opposed to 
Inbal 's 24 minutes--not much "misterioso" here. At the other extreme is 
Tintner, taking over 30 minutes in the opening movement but never sounding a 
moment too long. This is often a very impressive performance. 

Wildner takes slightly longer than Inbal over the first movement, and 
his tempo feels just right. The trumpet is reticent at the start but 
otherwise balance is well controlled with detail emerging naturally--an 
important issue where foreground and background are not differentiated as 
sharply as in later versions. My main regret is that Wildner does not 
divide his violins to right and left as Tintner does. This is beneficial to 
most nineteenth-century music and especially to Bruckner's. 

For the most part the performance seems pleasantly natural. The 
scherzo is a little too fast for the trumpets to articulate their notes 
clearly, but the trio (taken slightly more slowly despite the instruction to 
the contrary) is given a discreetly rustic tread. The second theme of the 
finale, which some modern performances rush absurdly, is gentle and bucolic. 
Too gentle, perhaps? For although it is nicely played, and details have 
time to speak here, the tension drops. The slow movement is also very slow, 
but here the intricate orchestral detail (particularly in the final section) 
makes a slow tempo mandatory. 

In the 1877 version Wildner faces competition from Barenboim and 
Haitink among others, but he stands up well. He captures the solitary 
character of the slow movement, and in the second theme of the finale the 
"chorale" on the brass is brought out strongly without swamping the strings. 
It's also good to have a persuasive performance of the 1876 Adagio. 

One reason for recording an integral sequence of versions is presumably 
to highlight the differences between them. One is struck, nevertheless, by
the difference in Wildner's approach to the three scores. Each performance 
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of the opening movement, for instance, is faster than the previous one. 
The difference in timing is not merely a matter of the score itself being 
shorter. Bruckner's tempo indications do vary slightly from version to 
version, and it could be argued that the change from Gemassigt. 
misterioso for the first movement in 1873 to Gemassigt, mehr bewegt, 
misterioso in 1877 suggests a faster tempo. I suspect, however, that 
Wildner is responding to the more dramatic character and less cluttered 
textures of the 1877 version. The 1889 first movement is headed Mehr 
langsam, misterioso, which would seem, if anything, to indicate aSfO'wer 
tempo, and in Nowak's editions the score ;s only a bar shorter than the 
1877 first movement. But Wildner takes nearly four minutes less over it 
than over its 1877 counterpart. The result is not entirely convincing, 
with rather brusque phrasing in the second theme. Otherwise this 
performance is serviceable, although the brass increasingly becomes too 
prominent. 

The set is recommendable as a whole, but I can't help wishing that 
the three discs were available separately. If they were, the first would 
be very recommendable; the second, featuring the 1877 version and the 
1876 Adagio, would be competitive, while the third, which is rather 
"short measure" with a performance of the 1889 version which lasts under 
50 minutes, does not stand out from the field. The recording, made in 
the Recklinghausen Festspielhaus, is adequate. The sound is backwardly 
balanced and the strings lack body. 

DERMOT GAULT 

REPLY TO RAMON KHAlONA JMarch 2003, p. 31) 

Colin Anderson writes: 
I am grateful to Ramon Khalona for clarifying that the measures missing 
from the Adagio of Hans Rosbaud's Bruckner Eight on Urania, which I 
reviewed in the November 2002 issue, are not due to any foreshortening by 
the conductor. I did, I believe, leave the reasons open why such a long 
portion of music should be missing. Good to know that Rosbaud didn't 
engineer the excision, and good to know that he used Haas! One hopes 
that a better transfer of the whole performance can now be made. 

Mr Khalona is wrong in suggesting that I am reinforcing a misconception about N~k's 
edition of Syrrphony No.8. I do, of course, kOOtJ that N<Nlk carried forward Bruckner's C1.'H1 
cut, just as I krDI that Haas conflated his edition fran the 1887 and 1890 versions. Mr 
Khalona is perhaps seeing this in terms too black-and..w,ite. We krDI that Bruckner had 
doubts--and not only about his Eighth. We krDI that he could be persuaded by friends and 
colleagues to change things. That he himself made the cut in the Adagio of No. 8 is not 
disputed--nor that NONak honoured Bruckner's intentions in his revision. What is uncertain 
is vIlether Bruckner was coerced, and vIlether he rewlly believed that he was doing the right 
thing. Either way, I think he was wrong--vIlich is vIly Haas' edition of No.8 is 
preferable, even if not "correct". Bruckner's revision was made for his time, to render 
his music more accessible and palatable for contemporaries. 

Michael Gielen too uses the Haas edition in the Hanssler recording of the Eighth vIlich I 
revieY in this issue. Gielen says sirrply: "I believe it \>OJld be a shame if the deleted 
music was missing, therefore I play the Haas version•••• " 
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Another Bruckner CD MiscellBay 

IN A PREVIOUS issue of TBJ ~[November 2001J, when I included Eugen Jochum's 
EMI Staatskapelle Dresden set in a review of integral recordings, I 
suggested that Jochum's earlier recordings, from Berlin and Munich, would 
surely appear in Deutsche Grammophon's Collectors Edition. This has 
indeed happened. These versions have done sterling service and now make 
an attractive set at budget price. I haven't compared the new pressings 
with earlier ones; suffice it to say that the mastering here is excellent, 
except that No.5 sounds a tad edgy and dulled. (What a shame that I 
couldn't say the same about Gunter Wand's over-processed Cologne cycle!) 
Recorded between February 1958 (Symphony No.5) and January 1967 (No.3), 
Jochum's high-drama, high-colour renditions leave no doubt as to this 
conductor's absolute conviction. I have long loved his enthusiastic drive 
in the first three symphonies, and his eloquence in slow movements. The 
playing of the Berlin Philharmonic and Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestras 
is fiery and solemnly beautiful; the weight and the blaze are thrilling. 
The Fourth is magnificent too--including such spurious touches as the 
clash of cymbals in the Finale. With the remaining symphonies I am less 
certain about Jochum. Should Bruckner be as vibrant as this, or is 
something more intangible needed? If Jochum's hedonistic approach seems a 
little too brilliant and ceremonial, this is not to question his devotion. 
He conducts Symphonies Nos 1-9 in Nowak's editions [only the 1890 version 
of No.8 had appeared at the timeJ. Nine symphonies, nine compact discs 
[DG 469 810-2]. 

A younger Jochum is heard in off-air Bruckner: the Third from 1944 with 
the Hamburg State Orchestra. The sound is pretty good, the performance 
one of contrasts. This disciplined and sympathetic reading is worth 
comparing with the later studio readings, and a document in its own right. 
Also in this set are Jochum's Nos 4 and 5 (Hamburg, 1939 and 1938) and 
Vienna PO Seventh (1939). In a rival transfer of No.5, Music &Arts has 
placed it on one CD. Tahra's two-CD release is more alive in sound, with 
a slightly more mechanical background. The other transfers are all fine, 
and the set as a whole is an inviting snaeshot of "early" Jochum--all part 
of his life-long championing of Bruckner LTAHRA TAH 457-460, four CDs]. 

Tahra has issued separately from the Jochum brothers' shared Bruckner box 
Eugen's Concertgebouw No.8 from September 1984. It's a charged reading, 
pressing ahead and proud. The slow movement is memorably sustained, and 
the "high-altar" conclusion rounds off fifty years of Eugen Jochum's 
recorded Bruckner in suitable fashion [TAHRA TAH 169]. 

Franz Welser-M~st's conducting of Bruckner's Eighth is not dissimilar to 
Jochum's. Recorded at live performances in Vienna's Musikverein in April 
2002, Welser-M~st gets a superb response from the Gustav Mahler 
Jugendorchester in this superbly recorded account. It bristles with 
activity but there is no lack of reflection or refinement. The playing 
suggests that this symphony was quite a discovery for the young musicians 
[EMI 5574062]. 

Welser-M~st's EMI No.5 with the london Philharmonic Orchestra, also 
recorded live in Vienna (the Konzerthaus in 1993), is re-issued on the 
Encore label. While one is aware of overpowering loudness--quite 
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unnecessary--at times, and of foreshortened vistas, Welser-Most's taut 
conducting and the LPO's magnificent playing make this a decent 
proposition [EMI 5758622]. 

Istv~n Kert~sz plunges straight into the opening of the "Romantic"--no 
magic panoramas here. He gives a virile reading, fastidiously prepared, 
sharply etched and played by the London Symphony Orchestra with 
commitment. The 1965 recording, originally issued on Decca (SXL 6227), is 
vivid and immediate. Sometimes the brass is too prominent or too 
accented, yet the intense songfulness and animated sweep of Kertesz' 
interpretation compels attention [TESTAMENT SBT 1298]. 

Andante has raided Austrian Radio's archive for Symphonies Nos 7, 8 and 9 
with the Vienna Philharmonic conducted, respectively, by Bohm (1976), 
Furtwangler (1954) and Karajan (1978). As aural documents these are, I 
believe, all first issues. The Karajan performance was also filmed; it is 
not the live DG VPO No. 9,which dates from 1976. Bohm begins the Seventh 
magically and pursues a flowing, lyrical course, the first-movement 
Allegro shorn of its "moderato" qualification. This is a fine concert 
performance (OG's studio recording was made the following day), if 
slightly earnest in places. The Furtwangler Eighth (effectively using 
Nowak)--his last performance of it--lasts 81 minutes and could surely have 
fitted on one CD. It's a fallible and human rendition; fluctuations of 
pace will find like-minded listeners. The sound, for some reason, is 
rather colourless. The best feature of this set is Karajan's performance 
of the Ninth. Although not the last word in precision, Karajan gets to 
the heart of the music. What a shame, then, that the VPO is distantly 
recorded (with sonic confusion in the opening measures and elsewhere);
the Bohm performance is similarly afflicted. In his notes, Tim Page's
dismissal of Celibidache's Bruckner conducting is regrettable
[ANDANTE 4070, four CDs]. 

The open and detailed sound on Michael Gielen's 1990 Eighth (Haas) comes as 
a breath of fresh air. So does his lucid interpretation; here nothing is 
lost and everything seems to belong. His deliberate account of the 
Scherzo is cumulatively satisfying, and the slow movement is radiant. The 
coupling, Morton Feldman's Coptic Light, is a masterpiece of its kind 
[HXNSSlER CD 93.061, two CDs]. 

The third batch of IMG Artists' "Great Conductors of the 20th Century" 
series includes Bruckner. Rudolf Kempe's Munich Philharmonic Fourth ;s a 
"Live Studio Recording" from 25/11/1972. Speeds are well judged, and 
Kempe's sense of cohesion and revealing of Bruckner's expression make for a 
satisfying rendition. He finds the music's "sweet spots" in a manner that 
eludes Kertesz, for example. The stereo recording exposes the use of 
antiphonal violins well enough, but the sound is slightly diffuse and 
grainy. This Kempe "two-fer" includes a Royal Philharmonic "Eroica" from a 
1974 concert in Prague [ING ARTISTS 5759502]. --Mrav;nsky's No.7 with the 
Leningrad Philharmonic is live from 1967 and in edgy mono. What a 
performance, though--living, breathing and glowing! The arched lyricism 
and intense delivery really seize the listener. This graceful and virile 
reading enjoys moments of sentiment and ethereality, a sense of direction, 
and remarkable preparation. Some may find the brass a tad stinging! Also 
included are Mozart, Haydn, Glazunov and Tchaikovsky [IMG ARTISTS 5759532]. 

COLIN ANDERSON 
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From an interview with Sir Co1in Davis, November 2002 

COLIN ANDERSON: The latest ISO Live recordings are of Bruckner 
[Symphonies] Six and Nine. I'm ~ntrigued that you have antiphonal violins 
with double basses on the left, not your normal arrangement. 

COLIN DAVIS: There are advantages. If the basses are behind the first 
violins, they're over the well in which the piano goes up and down [on the 
Barbican stage]. It also puts the bass line in touch with the winds and 
the first violins, which is a great help with intonation. It also proves 
that the [London Symphony Orchestra's] second-violin section is 
extraordinarily good. 

CA: What draws you to Symphonies Six and Nine? 

CD: I really love the Sixth Symphony, it's almost Bruc]mer's most 
confident piece. It's not the grandest but he feels very, very certain of 
what he's doing. And it's got hardly any revision. There are passages 
which are unforgettable--I do think it's his greatest slow movement. In 
the construction of it, it's so clear. It's long but it doesn't get lost 
anywhere and it has a great nobility about it. The last movement is 
problematical. 

CA: Your tempo for the Scherzo is broader than anything I've heard-
very convincingly so. You may not be aware how you take it in relation to 
other conductors, but are you aware of your deliberate pacing of it? 

CD: Not at all. I hope I don't have a trace of having to do it 
differently from anyone else. If people have got it right before, that 
will no doubt reveal itself! 

CA: I think you've got it right! There's so much detail to be heard. 

CD: He does say moderato or something [Nicht schnell--not fast]. It's 
not quite a minuet but it's certainly not a scherzo. There are too many 
notes in it. 

CA: The Ninth: a very different work. Bruckner's going into whole new 
territory. 

CD: The slow movement is extraordinary, there's some sounds in that 
which are completely new. We don't think of Bruckner as somebody with an 
ear to invent new orchestral resonances, but he does. When he's piled up 
practically all the notes on the piano in one chord, there's just 
extraordinary tension in it. And this peculiar self-quotation, which 
comes at the end--a bit of the Eighth Symphony and he finishes with the 
arpeggio at the beginning of the Seventh ••• It's as though he's winding up 
his attempt to write a symphony, not the Ninth but ~ symphony--he's been 
trying to do that all his life. 

CA: The first movement is full of strange harmonies, a different planet. 

CD: It is. Probably people will find that's too broad too. I had the 
luck not long ago to go to a beautiful church in Bavaria, in Ottobeuren, 
where they were holding a memorial concert for Eugen Jochum and they 
wanted the Bruckner Nine. In the church, it just sounded amazing. It took 
ten minutes longer! 

CA: Are you familiar with Celibidache and the way he conducted Bruckner? 

CD: Yes, he certainly stretched it out. Two things worry me. The 
temptation to go faster when you think the music is boring, and to feel 
that all that amount of space is not reasonable. But it is. 
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Bruckner: Symphonies Nos 6 and 9 
LSO/Sir Colin Davis - LSO Live LSO 0022 & LSO 0023 

Additional comments to the review by Colin Anderson in our last issue 

RAYMOND COX: 
Symphony No.6 CA quite rightly sees clarity and articulated detail. 
There is some affectionately moulded phrasing (yes, the performance does 
sing in a way), and this is helped by the pacing of movements II, III and 
IV especially. The brass playing is eloquent. Attention to balance is 
noticeable; details can be heard which are lost to the ear in many 
recordings. Regrettably this does not apply to the timpani, especially in 
the first movement, or to the woodwind at times, for example the oboe in 
the second movement. Throughout I find the string tone rather thin. 
Davis' slow speed for the Scherzo is legitimate and attractive, but his 
Finale seems languid and earthbound. He also holds on for too long to the 
final chords of the first and last movements (they should be virtually 
staccato chords). 

A perfectly acceptable, even rather fresh interpretation 
is compromised by the flat and constricted recorded sound. Perhaps the 
Barbican Hall is the problem. There was no extraneous noise, and one is 
entitled to ask how "live" it all is. 

Symphony No.9 Happily, most of the above reservations do not apply to 
this performance. CA sees more depth and spaciousness and so do I. It's 
a wonderfully involved performance and better played overall, although
there is still a little "air" missing. My only gripe concerns the opening 
of the Adagio, where a searing ascent on the strings is intended, but 
where the slight crescendo on the highest note sounds hollow. Otherwise, 
heartily recommended. 

BENJAMIN-GUNNAR COHRS: 
Symphony No.9 
For me, the most pleasing thing about this live recording from 
the acoustically problematic Barbican Centre is that in Sir 
Colin Davis, a high-profile conductor has returned for once to 
the spatial separation of the violins to left and right that 
was normal in Bruckner's day. The result--when measured 
against, for example, the boxed-in sound of the Elgar/Payne 
Third Symphony with the same orchestra in the same hall--is a 
clear plus in transparency of texture. 
Unfortunately the sound spreads out before the listener with 
the shallowness of an ocean panorama. The woodwinds are as 
far-off as sails on the horizon and inaudible in tuttis. In 
forte passages and anything louder, the trombones, trumpets 
and French horns (nowadays one third larger and correspondingly 
louder than in 1900) drown everything else. The strings are 
far more prominent than they ought to be, almost as though 
some portions of the symphony were a concerto for violin 
groups and the rest of the orchestra. 
Accordingly, the interpretation of the work also expands to 
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epic proportions. And it is a pity that the problematic
Nowak edition was used instead of the new critical edition 
[by the present writer, Vienna 2000J. Davis pays scant 
attention to the metrical relations that are so important 
with Bruckner. If the opening of the symphony is played as 
slowly as it is here, Bruckner's Tempo wie anfangs ("tempo as 
at the beginning") for the reprise of the main theme [track 1, 
16:15] would, if one takes it seriously, mean a tempo of 
crotchet = 84. With Davis, however, the tempo here is roughly 
crotchet = 102; moreover he slows down ahead of this, contrary 
to Bruckner's accelerando. 
Davis is obviously not always in complete control of the 
energies he is mobilizing. Some passages in the first 
movement are quite ridiculously slow, such as the closing
period in the second section [23:00], which becomes slower and 
slower until it grinds to a halt in the chorale before the 
coda [25:18]. Hence one of the basic requirements for the 
development of Bruckner's musical architecture is not 
fulfilled--strict adherence to the tempo. One senses this in 
those passages which of themselves proceed at a decided tempo,
such as the closing bars of the first movement [21:47], which 
do represent an appropriate basic tempo. 
Only the second movement comes off perfectly with regard to 
tempi; moreover Davis is one of the few conductors to pay 
proper attention to Bruckner's meticulously calculated 
transitions to the Trio and back to the Scherzo. But 
unfortunately the articulation is flattened out and lacking in 
eloquence, as can be heard from 0:42 on track 2~ where 
Bruckner asks for nuanced accents, but staccato from circa 
0:46. Under Davis all this is played in a uniform manner. 
The Adagio, on the other hand, is again unbearably lachrymose. 
Here Davis' traditionally slovenly tempi go back to the first 
printing of 1903--a beginning which is too slow, with sloppy
first violins instead of the markig (If with vigourll) Bruckner 
prescribed, and then tempo fluctuations where no changes are 
indicated in the score, up to the obligatory "dying awayll at 
the end. In general there is a worrying discrepancy between 
passages well thought out by the conductor and unbridled, 
"Mahlerian ll excesses as he hums and groans. 

Bruckner in Amsterdam. Q DISC, which has previously issued boxes of 
CDs devoted to performances conducted by Mengelberg, Eduard van Beinum, 
Haitink and Jean Fournet, has issued the first of six projected 
collections of Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra recordings. The first 
release [97017] is of thirteen CDs and covers the 1935-1950 period. 
Conductors include Bruno Walter, Furtwangler, Erich Kleiber, Abendroth and 
Pierre Monteux as well as Sir Adrian Boult (in Elgar's Enigma Variations, 
1940). Also included is a Klemperer performance of Bruckner's Fourth from 
1947,. previously released by Tahra. The transfers in this new box are 
superior to previous ones where available. Future issues--perhaps 
featuring more guest conductors--are keenly anticipated. 

COLIN ANDERSON 
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CD ISSUES MAR - JUNE 2003 Compiled by Howard Jones & John Wright 

Although the record companies have once again kept us Brucknerians well supplied it must be 
noted that there are few releases that are truly "new issues': The Andante set of #7,8 & 9 and 
the Kempe #4, although claiming to be previolJsly unreleased may well have found their way 
into collections on pirate CD's. So we are finding a great many re-issues. Even the Gielen #8 
which one would have hoped would have been new from Hanssler is in fact a re-issue plus filler 
and comes from a 13 year old Intercord recording. A quick calculation reveals that of all 
recordings listed from March 1998 to March 2003 the "new issue" content was 29.6%. This 
percentage will no doubt decrease as companies shy away from new recordings. Of course 
we no longer have ongoing cycles such as we had from lintner and Skrowaczewski and the 
long awaited Edo de Waart set from Brilliant will not now be released. 

SYMPHONIES *::::; new issue 

Nos 0 & 8 Mehta/Israel PO (Tel Aviv 7-89,2-89) SONY SB2K87743 (41:26,80:52) 

No.3 InballFrankfurt RSO Frankfurt 9-82) WARNER APEX 2564-60005 (65:30) 
Knappertsbusch/NDRSO (Hamburg 6-62) LIVING STAGE LS1019 (61:08) 

No.4 KerteszILSO (London 10-65) TESTAMENT SBT1298 (61:22) 
Jochum/Hamburg PO (Hamburg 6-39) ARCHIPEL ARPCDOO94 (63:15) 
HarnoncourtlConcertgebouw (Amsterdam 4-9n ELATUS 2564 60129 (63:0n 

*Kempe/Munich PO (Munich 11-72) EMI/IMG ARTISTS 7243 575950 2 (63:56) 
with Brahms, Beethoven, Wolf, Ravel & J Strauss 

No. 5 AbendrothlLeipzig RSO (Leipzig 5-49) ARIOSO AR1 005 (76:02) 
with Beethoven #9 

Welser-MostlLPO (Vienna 5/6-93) EMI ENCORE 575862-2 (70:25) 

FurtwanglerNPO (Salzburg 8-51) ARCHIPEL ARPCD01 09 (70:12) 


No.6 *Davis/LSO (London 2-02) LSO LIVE LSOOO22 (62:12) 

No. 7 KnappertsbuschlCoiogne RSO (Cologne 5-63) LIVING STAGE LS1015 (67:33) 
JochumlFrench Nat RO (Paris 2-80) INA MEMOIRE VIVE IMV033 (69:35) 
with Brahms & Wagner 
MravinskylLeningrad PO (Leningrad 2-67) EMIIIMG ARTISTS 7243 575953-2 (61 :03) 
with Mozart, Haydn, Tchaikovsky &Glazunov 

Nos 7-9 *BOhmlFurtwanglerlKarajanNPO (Vienna 9-76,4-54,5-78) ANDANTE 4070 
(64:41,81 :01 ,57:59) 

No. 8 GielenlSWRSO Baden-Baden & Freiburg (Baden-Baden 12-90) HANSSLER 93.061 
with Morton Feldman 'Coptic Ught' (83:56) 

Jochum/Concertgebouw (Amsterdam 9-84) TAHRA TAH169 (79:17) 
FurtwanglerNPO (Vienna 10-44) DG ORIGINAL MASTERS 474 Q30..2 (77:00) 
part of 6 CD set of live recordings 1944-53 
Svetlanov/USSR State SO (Moscow 1981) SCRIBENDUM SC020 (78:56) 

No. 9 WaiterlPhilharmonic SO-NY (New York 3-46) MUSIC & ARTS CD1110 (52:00) 

CHORAL 

Mass No.2 *Rilling/singers from Gachinger & Spandauer Kantorei/chr.Gedachtniskirche 
/wind players-Bach Collegiums Stuttgart (Leonberg 3-67) CANTATE C57624 (44:23) 
Masses 1-3, T e Deum & Psalm 150 *Matt (#1 )lRilling/Chr Choir of EuropeJWurttemberg 
Phil ReutlingenlGachinger KantoreilBach Collegium StuttgartlRSO Stuttgart (1-03,9-96, 
12-92) BRIWANT CLASSICS 92002 (50:38, 76:44, 62:03) 
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The Finale of Bruckner's Ninth: an alternative vision By Jacques Roelands 

[The present article is based on a more extensive work not yet published. It consists of a performing version 
without coda, preceded by an introduction and critical account.] 

In the last decades three performing versions of the incomplete Finale of Bruckner's Ninth 
Symphony have been presented and performed more or less succesfully. In 1984 and 1985 
there were performances of William Carragan's version in New York and in Utrecht and 
Amsterdam in the Netherlands. In 1986 Nicola Samale and Giuseppe Mazzuca presented their 
version in Berlin and Milan. Later, from 1991 on, there were several performances of a new 
score by Samale, Phillips, Mazzuca and Cohrs. This score is built on Samale and Mazzuca's 
work, with some important changes. Recently Benjamin Gunnar Cohrs presented this version 
in Moscow (2000) and, as one could read in The Bruckner Journal, in Tokyo (2001) with 
some (minor?) changes of his own. There were reviews in newspapers by critics of whom 
most, if not all, got acquainted with the work for the first time and had no knowledge of the 
history and problems of the piece. As a matter of course these reviews were momentary 
impressions and not thorough discussions of the manuscript material and the completions in 
the performing versions. For that one must study the editions and publications concerning the 
work. 
The first edition was published in 1934 by Alfred Orel in the form of a transcription of all the 
then available manuscripts.] This edition gives a valuable notion of the history of the creation 
ofthe piece, but has a great number of faults and misunderstandings. As a result, performing 
versions based on Orel (there exist about ten) are unreliable. William Carragan seems to be 
the first who returned to the manuscript, albeit in the fornl of photocopies. His score is not 
always philologically right and retains some of Orel' s misunderstandings. A revision, which 
includes new scholarship, was performed recently in Saratoga, California.2 

John Phillips, one of the authors of the afore mentioned performing version, published in the 
Bruckner Jahrbuch 1989/90 a monumental article, Neue Erkenntnisse zum Finale der neunten 
Sin/onte Anton Bruckners, about the finale problem, which outdated most of the older 
publications.3 Moreover, sixty years after the Ore I edition, he published in the Bruckner 
Gesamtausgabe a Reconstruction40f the finale and, in 1996, the facsimile edition of the 
manuscripts5. For the first time, discussion based on the facts is possible, but where is this 
discussion? There are editions, performances, releases on LP and CD and superficial reviews 
but no real judgements of the reconstruction or comparisons of the performing versions.6 

This is what I have tried to do for some years and this article is meant to be a short survey of 
the results. These are provisional because the announced Study-volume by John Phillips, with 
the latest results of his investigation of the manuscripts, has not yet been published. A new 
score of the S.fP/M/C version is also to be expected and Gunnar Cohrs will publish a volume 
on the piece in the series Musik-Konzepte. What did appear is a Dokumentation des 
Fragments7 (Documentation ojthe fragment), meant to 'present the surviving Jragments oj 
the score and, as Jar as can be established philologically, reconstruction oj its missing 
sections in a practical, perJormable version { . .]', with joining text. Nikolaus Harnoncourt 
gave the first performance in 1999, without the coda sketches. 

First, one could ask if and why a piece of which more than one third is not transmitted to us in 
the last form in which the composer put it on paper, should be made perfomlable. The work 
not only is left incomplete as a result of the composer's death, but also portions are lost by an 
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irresponsible dealing with the manuscripts Bruckner left. So we have: a largely complete 
exposition (with an older form of the very beginning) of which the second theme group, the 
Gesangsperiode, is also only known in an older form; two gaps in the beginning ofthe 
development, for which only problematical sketches exist; a gap - partly in sketch - in the 
fugue which forms a part of the further development; and for the rest a score with the strings 
for the most part complete but with fewer and fewer wind parts and again three lacunae, of 
which one lacks any sketches. Moreover the greatest problem lies in the totally absent coda, 
where we have only a few very problematical sketches. How much Bruckner do we hear in the 
performing versions, which give the impression of a complete work, including a monumental 
coda? As for me, I would like to hear a continuous work, if it cannot be helped without coda, 
but very near to what Bruckner left. This means reconstructing the continuity in the first place, 
filling in the gaps and, only after that, some - the least possible - necessary additions regarding 
instrumentation. This is a much more moderate approach than in the three known versions. 
But, returning to our question: what are the arguments for making a performable 
reconstruction? The first is the very determined will of the composer to complete the work. 
Bruckner never regarded his last symphony as a three-movement work. The serene end of the 
Adagio is most certainly not Bruckner's end of the symphony. Ifhe could not complete it, his 
T e Deum should serve as finale. A century of performing practice has established a false 
picture of Bruckner's intentions. Moreover, there are so many wrong ideas and myths8 about 
the finale that it is necessary to reveal the facts to an interested public. All this is very 
convincingly described in Phillips's article Neue Erkenntnisse. 

Given the reasons to make the work accessible to a greater public (with respect for those who 
are against any such undertaking), next comes the question if it is really possible to make an 
accountable performing version. I would like to quote Leopold Nowak: "The symphony can in 
no way be completed. because nobody can know how Bruckner would have accomplished it, 
and because nobody had thatfullness ofspirit and genius which Bruckner possessed. ,,9 

I agree with Nowak regarding the unknown coda and the final instrumental form, but think 
that it is possible to make an acceptable, philologically accountable and performable 
reconstruction of the piece up to that point. 
Phillips's Reconstruction of the structure is the best result so far and starting point for every 
other attempt, but in some instances, which will be reviewed later on, one can criticize it. 
About the reconstruction, that is the use of existing material in the overall structure of the 
piece, there is room for discussion. Ofcourse the bridging of the gaps, where there is no or 
insufficient original material, has subjective elements and different solutions remain possible. 
Regarding instrumentation, my position is that one should supplement no more than 
necessary. I don't think we should give the work the final touch, because this can easily spoil 
it. 
Here is the place to cite the starting points of the performing versions. Carragan, in his 
foreword to the score, 1 0 writes: 'The purpose ofthe completion is to present Bruckner's final 
utterances faithfully, in such a way that the listener experiences the music as part ofa unified 
Brucknerian structure. Accordingly, the sketches are retained without alteration, each in what 
appears to be its most fully thought-out form. and are supplemented both vertically and 
horizontally in a manner consistent with Bruckner's compositional methods. ' The last part 
shows the will to produce a fully completed work. 
Very similarly, Phillips, Concerning the performing version of SamalelPhillips/Mazzuca/ 
Cohrs: 11 'The intention ofthis score is to present as faithfully as possible the surviving 
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fragments ofthe Finale ofthe Ninth Symphony ofAnton Bruckner in a continuous, 
performable concert version, with the least editorial additions necessary for the realisation of 
that end. [ . .} The guiding editorial principle ofthe authors has moreover been to present a 
score conforming as closely as possible to the "ideal form" in which Bruckner might have 
been expected to have lefi the autograph had he lived to see its completion, inclusive even of 
such details as characteristic articulation and bowing. , 'The least editorial additions 
necessary' in the first sentence clashes with the 'moreover' in the second, which leaves much 
room for speculation (and here I don't mean articulation and bowing). The second sentence is 
also contrary to Phillips's statement at another point: 'A completion shouldn't try to 
appropriate the prerogatives ofthe composer; in that case the completion becomes an 
'adaptation '. The performing version ofan 'incompleted' work shouldn't go further than to 
make possible a realisation in sound and by doing so to offer a representation conforming to 
the original intention, though it be only approximately. ,12 Here, I fully agree with Phillips and 
I have tried to follow this principle in my own performing version, without coda. 

The remainder of this article is a short, but more detailed review of the most important 
problems and the different solutions. 
But first, a short picture of Bruckner's very systematic manner of work. First there are 
particella sketches on 3 to S staves with the first inspirations. Some of these contain longer 
passages. There is for instance one continuous particella with the complete first and second 
theme groups. After that, these sketches are worked out on bifolios (Bogen), prepared with 
measure divisions and instrument names. The bifolios are laid one on top ofthe other and 
numbered. So the composer can easily replace a bifolio with a later revision. There are many 
replaced bifolios. Bruckner also used prepared bifolios for so-called Satzverlaz~fsentwi1rfe 
[SVE} or Continuity drafts. These represent an intermediate stage between the particella 
sketches and the numbered bifolios. Some of these Continuity drafts are also numbered and 
can be considered as unelaborated score bifolios. 
Bruckner elaborated first the so-called Streichersatz (strings) with only some important wind 
parts, maybe even to the end of the piece, and then the remaining instrumentation. What we 
have is a score in progress with many fully orchestrated passages, not a collection of 
unconnected sketches. At several points we possess only older, replaced bifolios, for instance 
the very first bifolio and the greatest part of the Gesangsperiode (lyrical period). Where the 
most recent, possibly 'definitive' bifolio is missing, one has to fall back on older forms, if 
available. In some instances there are only sketches. 
The bifolio numbers by Bruckner, and Orel's letters for the bifolio preparation are, in 
Phillips's Facsimile edition and Reconstruction, the basis for an elaborated system. Some 
examp'les can make it clear. 
Bg. 1 aC means: Bruckner's number I; the fourth item with the same number and bifolio 
preparation type C. 
Bg. "2"E means: Bruckner's number 2, bifolio written after the renumbering; bifolio 
preparation type E. The renumbering by Bruckner of all the bifolios after no. 3 became 
necessary because in a late stage he rewrote Bg. 2F on two new bifolios, "2"E and "3"E. 
Bg. 4C/"S" means: Bruckner renumbered the bifolio from no. 4 to no. S; preparation type C. 
Bg. ["4"] means: lost bifolio, supposedly no. 4; written after the renumbering. 
SVE "IS"E means: SatzverlauJsentwurf/Continuity draft with no. IS; preparation type E; 
written after the renumbering. 
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SVE "13"bE means: the second SVE with no. 13; preparation type E; written after the 

renumbering. 

SVE "13a"E means: as extension inserted SVE with no. 13a; preparation type E; written after 

the renumbering. 

SVE ="13b"E means: unnumbered SVE, as extension inserted, supposed no. 13b; preparation 

type E; written after the renumbering. 


In reconstructing the continuity of the piece, two items are recurrent. First, the connection of 

bifolios, SVE, and sketches, according to a logical history of the composition process. Second, 

Bruckner's famous metrical numbering, which can help to avoid wrong connections. 13 


Here the most problematical fragments and the solutions of Carragan (his version of 1985, see 

note 2), SamaieIMazzuca14 (abbrev. SIM) and Samale/Phillips/MazzucalCohrs (abbrev. 

S/P/M/C) will be reviewed and compared with Phillips's Reconstruction. It is true that the 

SamalelMazzuca score has been withdrawn, but as will be seen, a great deal of it returns in the 

S/PIMIC score and the changes in the latter are not always favourable. SIM is also reviewed 

because it can elucidate some ofthe problems ofthe piece. In some cases, which will be 

mentioned, Phillips's Documentation ofthe fragment seems to distance itself from the 

S/P/M/C perfonning version. In other places it takes over, albeit in small notes, 

supplementations from that version. In reviewing a problematical fragment, I will offer my 

own solution, following from the argument. 


Llntroducilim 

As stated, bifolio (Bogen) 1 is already problematical. Bg. 1 dC (here we cannot go into all the 

other 20 bifolios nr. 1) was completed by Bruckner, but became later subject to revisions of 

the metrical numbers and to erasures. Nevertheless it is the best we have and it was used by 

Carragan and SamalelMazzuca. 

S/PIMIC make up a new Bg.l from three different sources: one of the oldest sketches, the 

possibly late but undecisive and very incomplete Bg. 1 eE and the last four measures of 1 dC. 

By this operation, the very first timpani note changes from G to A and the flute motif at the 

end of the introduction perishes. Phillips prints in his reconstruction score 1 eE as an 

alternative beneath 1 dC, but the fact that p. 4 of 1 eE has many obscurities and doesn't connect 

to 2"E" makes this rather speCUlative. 

Here we have the first example of a common trait of the SIPIM/C score. It tries to penetrate 

into an unknown stage ofthe composition process, possibly not accomplished by the 

composer and of which we certainly do not have convincing evidence. This can be necessary 

where no other material exists, but where we have an older fonn ofthe same passage there is 

no need to put oneself in the place ofthe composer. 

In the Documentation ofthe fragment Phillips returns to the complete Bg. 1 dC. 'As a 

conclusive reconstruction Jbased on 1 eE, lR.] (as undertaken in the Performing Version) 

appeared less valid [.J 1 C was selected as a compromise solution. ,15 


Because 1 dC is older than the next Bg. 2"E", there is a joining problem. The lighter 

instrumentation of the younger 2"E" should be transferred to the last four measures of 1 dC, as 

S/P/M/C do. The Documentation ofthe fragment does the opposite here. 


2. Gesangsperiode (lyrical period) in the exposition 
The latest fonn of the greatest part of the Gesangsperiode is unknown, but there are replaced 
bifolios, which give a continuous picture ofthe passage in an older state, possibly revised 
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later. As in the Introduction, joining problems must be solved, in order to integrate these 
bifolios. 
In fact Phillips thinks that, after writing the recapitulation of the Gesangsperiode, Bruckner 
revised it in the exposition. The only source for this is the unnumbered SVE "#"D, but 
integrating it needs a great deal of speculation. SVE "#"D contains only the first violin, six 
measures in the middle of it are empty and it seems to overlap four measures on both sides 
with the older bifolios 4C/"5" and 58. The metrical numbers also cause joining problems. 
Carragan integrates it, taking into consideration the overlaps, so he adds 8 measures ofwhich 
6 measures are his own composition. However, Carragan does not care very much about 
Bruckner's metrical numbering. 
Samale/Mazz1K1l take into account the first overlap, but not the second. To avoid here an 
eightfold repetition of the motif on the same tone, 4 measures are inserted from the rejected 
bifolio 15C (also in sketch-form on 4CI"5"). This cannot be justified and does not return in 
the S/P/M/C score. As a result there is really an eightfold repetition of the main motif, albeit 
with different harmonisation. They added some variation by octavation and instrumentation. 
Phillips and S/P/M/C add 2 measures at the beginning of the passage. The situation here is 
rather complicated as a result of the loss of bifolios and the renumbering by Bruckner of all 
the bifolios after no. 3. He rewrote the 36 measures ofBg. 2F on two new bifolios, "2"E and 
"3"E, containing only 34 measures. So there is a gap of2 measures between "3"E and the not 
renumbered but replaced 3A. Phillips tries to reconstruct content and metrical numbering of 
the lost 'definitive' bifolios, starting with the last two measures of2F. The content of the 
known older bifolios 3A and 4CI"5" moves 2 measures 'to the right'. So there remain two 
measures to overlap in the first page of SVE "#"D. To solve this problem, two measures are 
repeated at the beginning of the Gesangsperiode. Here his supposition is the normal bifolio 
preparation of 16 measures. 
However, Bg. 4C/"5" (although maybe not definitive) is renumbered by Bruckner, so at some 
stage it must have connected to a foregoing Bg. ["4"], otherwise renumbering has no sense. 
This is possible by supposing that ["4"] contains 18 measures (the two 'missing' from Bg. 2F 
and the sixteen of 3A). Subdividing prepared measures is a normal procedure by Bruckner, 
especially in revisions, when more measures are needed. There are several bifolios where this 
is the case. To reconstruct the older situation therefore gives no problems regarding measure 
numbering and joining of the bifolios. 
Phillipsl6 writes: 'That Bruckner could virtually have reached the end ofthe movement [..] 
without establishing the continuity ofthe Gesangsperiode in the exposition, defies all 
comprehension ofhis compositional technique, ' Correct - but this is not the case; Bruckner 
composed the whole passage in an older form and possibly returned to it - as Phillips himself 
writes - only after the composition of the recapitulation. So there is no contradiction, only a 
shortage of material for the revised form. The different compositional stages show a clear 
continuous growth from the particella sketch to the last knovm score bifolios. 
Here is the second instance where S/P/M/C and Phillips in his Reconstruction and even in the 
Documentation ofthe ,fragment (where he acknowledges that it is an extreme instance of his 
methodologyl?) try to reconstruct what maybe hasn't even existed, whereas restoring an older 
situation is much more simple and, more important, avoids speculation. The extra, third, 
repetition at the beginning sounds rather unmusical and the eightfold repetition mentioned 
isn't convincing either. 
The six empty measures in "#"D are filled in with a passage of the continuous particella 
sketch, where the violins have a countermelody playing an important role in the development 
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and returning in somewhat changed form in the recapitulation. This lyrical counterpoint 
(Phillips) appears on none ofthe score bifolios in the exposition. This is one ofthe reasons for 
S/M and S/P/M/C to use "#"D. As the lyrical counterpoint is only four measures long, they 
have to add two measures oftheir own composition. Carragan puts the counterpoint in another 
place, in the next Bg. SB, where the second violin part is empty. Therefore it would be 
possible to use the counterpoint without using "#"D. Orel saw it as a possibility that SVE 
"#"D is an eventually rejected attempt. 
Another passage in the particella, named by the composer Fis-dur Trio (trio in F-sharp major) 
has a counterpoint which does not recur in the score. All three performing versions fill it in, 
but therefore have to change a measure of the second violin in the score. The latest bifolios 
show a very ascetic Gesangsperiode. It's possible that Bruckner intentionally left out all 
lyricism. Several other counterpoints from the particella don't return either in the score. 
Regarding a last joining problem, pencil sketches by Bruckner (Variande) on the last of the 
older bifolios, 6cB, show the way to the later continuation on the fully completed Bg. 7CI"8". 
Here Carragan uses an older form, Bg. 7B, but in that case Bruckner's Variande should be 
ignored, as belonging to the newer stage. There is also an adaptation on the last page of 7B, 
derived from 7CI"8". Carragan mixes here in one passage two compositional stages. One 
should adapt 6cB and use the whole of 7C1"8" or not adapt both 6cB and 7B. Here the 
indistinct presentation of the passage by Orel still influenced Carragan and also 
Samale/Mazzu-,~a. They used the first half of 7CI"8" and then the second half of 7B. This was 
corrected in S/P/M/C and in Phillips's Reconstruction. 

3. The beginning of the development (2. Abtheihmg) 
After a fully completed third group, a gigantic chorale theme with blazing triplet string 
figures, new problems loom at the beginning of the development. Bruckner uses the term 2. 
Abtheilung (second part) for all that comes after the exposition. Here apparently two bifolios 
are lost, then there is the largely complete Bg. 13E/"14" and after that another bifolio is lost. 
These problems cannot be solved without some speculation. What we do have is a series of 
continuity drafts (SVE) trying different orders of motifs. Only some can be integrated in the 
score. 
The older Bg. 12C contains the appearance in the flute of the accompaniment motif from 
Bruckner's Te Deum, and the start of a development of it in inversion. The last two measures 
are crossed out and there is no continuation, but the end of this development returns later on in 
revised form in Bg. ISDI"16". The lost Bg. [14/"IS"] must therefore have contained a 
revision of the second half of 12C. At the end of the foregoing llA/"12" the composer writes 
12 neu (12 new) and letters show a new course, close to the music later sketched on SVE 
"13"bE. This means a first extension. The chromatic descending line on this continuity draft 
ends in Bg. 13E/"14". So we had a continuous passage, before the renumbering, with the 
bifolios 11A, [12 neu], 13E, [14], lSD. After renumbering this became: 11A/"12", SVE 
"13"bE, 13E/"14", [141"1S"], lSD/"16". But this is not the end of the story. Later probably 
another continuity draft, "13a"E dated 11. Aug. [1896] was inserted between 11A/"12" and 
SVE "13"bE, a second extension. SVE "13a"E contains a threefold augmentation of the Te 
Deum motif, again in the flute. A moment of slowing down the motion before restarting the 
development. Nothing is certain here; there are no bifolios with an elaboration of these two 
SVE. Probably Bruckner couldn't complete his second revision. The probably more complete 
bifolio for the second gap, [14/" IS"], is lost. 
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What precedes is based on Phillips's Reconstruction, with an important difference. Phillips 
printed yet another SVE ="13b"E, which is not numbered by the composer, has no metrical 
numbers and of which the last page is empty. He put it above "13"bE. The reason is that 
Phillips thinks SVE ="13b"E is later than "l3"bE, and that it contains the return of the 
introduction motif. It has however no connection with the bifoHos before and after it. After 
"l3"bE, there is an obvious connection. Before it a connection can be reconstructed by 
supposing that the first four measures on 11 August 1896 were replaced with the whole SVE 
"13a"E and by inserting two measures. These connect the start of the chromatic line on 
"13a"E with the continuation in measure 5 of "13 "bE. The reconstructed seQuence of bifolios 
and SVE should become: lIA1"12", SVE "l3a"E, [+ 2 measures], SVE "l3,;bE, m. 5 etc., 
13EI"14", [141"15"], 15D/"16". 
Here, by using the problematic SVE ="13b"E, SIM, Phillips and S/PIMIC again try to 
integrate undecisive material, resulting in more speculation than necessary. It is true that the 
introduction motif could anticipate 13EI"14", where it appears in a mutated form. I don't deny 
that the sketch could belong to a late compositional stage, but I see no indication to fit it in 
between other bifolios, because of the afore mentioned reasons: no number, no metrical 
numbers, last page empty. For this passage there exist many SVE, trying different sequences 
of the musical elements and indeed having a number (13 or 14) and yet not figuring in any 
reconstruction. 
The performing version of SamalelMazzu~ is here the one most related to Phillips's 
Reconstruction. I8 The S/PIMIC version needlessly goes a step further by changing the 
continuity drafts. In it the chromatic line already starts before the augmented Te Deum motif, 
eight measures earlier than in the draft, and is later on even diminished, also contrary to the 
draft. I don't see why; without these changes the chromatic line does connect perfectly to 
bifolio 13EI"14" and no problems are solved by this. The Documentation o/the fragment sees 
no other way to give musical sense to this passage than to take over the course of S/PIMIC, 
inclusive of the diminution. Phillips acknowledges however that it is 'to some extent 
speculative' .19 It shows the ambiguity of the Documentation score. 
On the same date, 11. Aug., as "13a"E, Bruckner sketched on SVE "15"E a line expanded by 
two measures for the Te Deum passage in diminished sevenths on 13E/"14". So one could try 
to expand 13E/"14" by using the sketch. This means changing an almost complete bifolio. The 
date could be an argument. Moreover it results in a better connection to the following 
development of the introduction motif. Besides, the number 15 is a proof of the foregoing 
(second) extension. The consequence would have been a new renumbering of all the bifolios 
from [141"15"] on, but Bruckner had no time and energy left to do this. 

In the second gap, [14/"15"], both scores also take from the second halfof 12C the last two 
measures, containing an augmented triad. However, these measures were clearly crossed out 
by Bruckner. Carragan adopts them as well, but at an earlier place in his score. 

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE BEGINNING OF THE DEVELOPMENT 
Te Deum (flute) + augmentation; chromatic descent-····---·-----------;Te D. in dimin. sevenths; inverted Introd.; inverted Te 0.---------------_· 

12C.6mm. 

"13~"E---------...---------------------[+2 mm.r 13"bE, mm. 5 -16------13 EI" 14"---------------------------------[141"15"]---------------------150(' 16" 


"15"E,2 mm. 

See Musical Example 1 
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Carragan has a totally different start of the development. He inserts in 12C the augmented Te 
Deum motif in the flute (mentioning Top line Bruckner') and two measures of the chromatic 
descent. This is the right place, but he doesn't see that the continuation on 12C should be 
shifted as a result of the extension. He continues the texture of the second half of 12C with 16 
measures of his own composition. He uses also the syncopated motive from the closing ofthe 
principal theme of the first movement and makes a connection with 13E/"14". The second 
gap, [14/"15"], too is filled with his own composition. Here the chorale reappears, rather 
illogically. It ends in the first measures of 15D/"16" because enharmonically they have the 
same chord as the closing measures ofthe chorale. He doesn't take into consideration the fact 
that 15D/"16" contains the end ofthe development of the Te Deum figure in 12C. Carragan 
uses from the SVE's only the augmented Te Deum and the first two measures of the chromatic 
line (mm. 9-16 from "13a"E). Therefore he is forced to fill in two portions composed by 
himself. The whole fragment has too many elements and is very confusing. 

4. Fugue 
The rest of the development is known, at least in the strings and important wind parts, and it 
culminates in an incomparable fugue on the principal theme ofthe first group. After five starts 
of the theme separated by 4 measures, there is a sequence of three times 3 measures. Theme 
and harmony are based on diminished sevenths. Then follow 3 measures of a new 
development, with the theme in inversion in the violas and violoncelli. 
The next bifolio, [19/"20"], is lost. Because the composer counted the measures from the start 
of the fugue, we know the gap is 16 measures long. After it there are two new groups of 3 
measures. Because the great rhythm of measure groups is so impOltant here, the first question 
to solve is the measure numbering in the gap. There are several indications that it must have 
been: 4-8, 8, 3. First, in the last measure before the lacuna the 2nd violin has a tie over the last 
note F into the next (lost) measure. Nowhere in the fugue are there ties between measure 
groups. Second and decisively, the most recent sketches (printed in Phillips's Reconstruction 
and his Documentation ofthe fragment) for the last seven measures have indeed the numbers 
5-8,3. (See nos 4 + 6 in the Scheme.) Third, older sketches also show in the first part ofthis 
passage groups of four and after that groups of three measures. (Nos 1-3 in the Scheme.) 
Again, by following the composition process, the definitive form of at least thc metrical 
numbering becomes clear. There can be no doubt about the metrical numbering of this 
passage. Carragan, in this respect, is right here, though he doesn't mention the metrical 
numbering. SamalelMazzuca however has 4-6, 6, 4, 3 and S/PIMIC 3, 3, 3, 4, 3. With the last 
group of 3 there begins the culmination of the passage (3 x 3). One group of 4 measures 
between groups of 6 or 3 is very unlikely. Here the performing score of S/P/M/C takes no 
advantage of Phillips's Reconstruction and maintains important elements of the older score. 
Even the very notes of the sketches for the last seven measures are not adopted. The 
Documentation ofthe fragment is very ambiguous here. It states: 'Metrical structure [of Bg. 
[191"20"], 1.R.]: probably [1-3;1-3;1-3J;1-4;1-3' and, on the same page: 'Metrical stucture 
[ofthe sketch, 1.R.]: 7[8J;1-3' and: 'Particello sks. [.J are extant, however, thejirst 4 
mm. ofwhich, as opposed to the alterations necessary in the continuous reconstruction ofthe 
Performing Version, are reproduced true to their original notation here. ,20 

To revise the whole passage in the performing version should mean also rejecting the two 
arguments Phillips gives in his Neue Erkentnisse21 . First, a sketch on the last, incompleted 
page before the lacuna was shifted two measures later by SamalelMazzuca and supposedly 
given to the B-flat clarinet. So the E-t1at of the sketch becomes D-flat, fitting in the tonality. 
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This rather doubtful speculation returns in S/PIMlC, in Phillips's Neue Erkenntnisse and, with 
a question-mark, in his Reconstntction. Connected with this, another of the older sketches is 
used as answer, half a measure later. It has the theme, starting with D-flat, in inversion. This 
sketch is Phillips's second argument. In fact however, the sketch belongs to measures 51-53 
(later returning in the score as 52-54) of the fugue. (See no. 3 in the Scheme.) The performing 
versions place them in measures 33-35. This whole idea is wrong. The sketch in the bifolio is 
more likely to be a fourth, rejected, start in E-flat after the foregoing sequence B-flat, C, D. 
There are more reasons for not using these sketches. In the first sequence (3 x 3) Bruckner 
explicitly writes: 'Bas[sJo 1/2 Tact gerade spiiter als Il Violin '. (bas exactly 112 a measure 
after 2nd Violin.) In the last measures before the gap his text says: 'gleichz. 114 spiiter Il V.' 
This means, as the score shows: theme and inversion sound together and the 2nd violin (and 
the clarinet) a crotchet later. The shifted sketch however starts the measure halfway. Why not 
stick to the text? In this new passage the syncopated Engfiihntng is one crotchet, not two. The 
'114 later' is complicated enough. The performing versions add unnecessary complications, 
with starts on all four beats (SIM) or on beat one to three (SIP/MIC). Bruckner's point ofview 
was: 'Contrapunkt ist nicht GeniaUtiit sondern nur Mittel zum Zweck'22 (counterpoint is not 
genius, but only a means to an end). The end is the symphonic argument. 

Most probably, after the first sequence of 3 x 3 measures, with the theme in diminished 
sevenths, there follows a second sequence of4 x 4 measures. The most important part here is 
the tenor in viola and violoncello (the bass is silent) with the theme in inversion. From this 
second sequence we have the first three measures in score and the last four in sketch. Nine 
measures must be reconstructed. First, the tenor starts on C and the fourth time on F-sharp in 
B-major ('Ud Ten '). The most simple supposition is D and E for the second and third start. 
The other elements are: a ninth chord above the tenor, dissolved in the major ninth half a tone 
higher (from C9 to D-flat major) and the syncopated start '114 later' in second violin and 
clarinet. The fourth group, known in sketch, is different, with B-major as tonality, not 
F -sharp9 and another course in the transitional measures to the culmination. Here Bruckner 
writes: 'Bass u Steig', (bass and climax.) It is a modulation to the last note G-sharp, leading to 
the C-sharp minor culmination, also known in sketch. 
As we saw, SamalelMazzuca and SIP/MiC take for granted a second sequence in groups of six 
or three measures, with one group of four, and don't integrate the sketches. Their sequence 
takes steps in thirds, C9, E9, G-sharp9. SIM was very complicated and was moderated in 
S/PIMIe. Both use also the semi-quaver figure from the first part of the fugue. 
Carragan, as stated, has the right measure rhythm. In the nine unknown measures he does not 
write a sequence, but a free composition. He re-uses beside the semi-quavers the melodic 
counterpoint from the first part of the fugue. None of this is indicated in score or sketches. I 
believe that we have here a development of the theme only. Rightly, in the last four measures 
Carragan makes use of the sketches, but instrumental additions render it unclear. The whole 
fragment is somewhat capricious. 
Measures 1-3 of the culmination itself(mm. 46-48 ofthe fugue) are more easily reconstructed 
because we have the bass and the tonality and the analogy with the following six measures. 
All versions have basically the same result. 
The whole second part of the fugue is a crystallisation of elements, which were more mixed in 
older sketches: 1. the inversion of the theme in the tenor in the second sequence (4 x 4 or 2 x 
8); 2. the culmination (3 x 3) in C-sharp minor, B-flat minor and F-sharp minor; 3. the 
continuation (not dealt with in the preceding, with groups of 8 measures again; see nos 1 + 3 
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in the Scheme) based on the last part of the principal theme. This is also the reason why older 
sketches for the nine lost measures cannot be used. Again, the historical stages in the 
composition process can reveal a lot. At the start of the development we saw the same search 
for c1arification and for the best range of different elements. 

COMPOSITION PROCESS in the second part ofthe FUGUE F.-A. = Faksimile-Ausgabe (Facsimile edition), 1996; See n.5 
Hannony: c = C-minor; C C-rnajor; etc. Orel Entwiirfe u. Skizzen, J934; See n. 1 

1. PartieeUa F.-A. p. 21, from 3rd stave, m.no. 30 I Orel no. BA, m.no. 30 
N.B. From the start of the fugue the measures are continuously counted by Bruckner. Scheme 1 and 7 begin at m.30 

Harmony c D-n,c-n E e a 
Start at c'" b E 
Metr. numbers 8 ------------------·8-------------------

4---------3 -----. 
Counting 30-----------------.. 38 -------42 ---45 Measures 45-[48] crossed out 
Details Theme (Sopr.) not inverted. Alto inv. Bass inv. Next to bass: Ten' 

Older fonn Period diminished from 4 to 3 
of continuation 

Reference signs t 111/ 1/1 

2. Particella F.-A p. 22, 1st and 2nd stave IOrel no. 13B 
Reference sign t 
Hannony E-flat A-flat f 
Start at B-flat c-flat r 
Metr. numbers 8--------------------4 -------.. 
Details Inversion of: Bass Ten. Sopr. The whole sketch was crossed out 

Text 'Umkehr (inversion) Raft-Ten-Sopr' changed to: Alto=Raj3 

3. Partieella F.-A. p. 22, 3rd and 4th stave, p. 23, 1st stave I Orel no. BC and 13D 

Reference sign III 

Harmony C g G-flat 

Start at G 8-tlat d-fl' f'''e-t1'''d-fl''' 

Metr. numbers 3 ------3------3 ------·8--------------------Measures 58-61 crossed out 

Counting 45 -----------. 51 ---- 54 -------58 ----61 

Details Older fonn of culmination and continuation 


4. Particella F.-A. p. 23, 1st stave, m. S and 2nd stave I Orel no. UD, last m. and 13E 

Reference sign 1111 

Harmony Modulation into -» B 

Metr. numbers [4)5-8------ Measure 8 crossed out 

Details Change of m. 41, see e-minor in no. I ; 'Hd (B) Ten '; 'Bass u Steig (bass and climax) . in mm. 7-8. Tenor inverted 

Start at tlsharp1 

Reference sign t 


S. Particella F.-A. p. 23, Sth stave I Orel no. 13F 

Reference sign t 

Hannony G sharp[7] 

Metr. number [8] 

Details Change ofm. 8 in no. 4 m. 45 from the beginning 

Reference ·Cism. B. (c-sharp minor bass) , 


6. Particella F.-A. p. 23, 3rd and 4th stave I Orel no. 13G 

Harmony cosh b-fl g 

Start at Cosh B-t1 g 

Melr. numbers 3 ..--..-3------3 -..-.. 


7. Score bifolios My score m. 334-358 

Harmony C9D-fl[?? B cosh ]b-fl f-sh 

Start Tell. at; Bass at c [? ? f-sh C-shdB-fll F-sh 

Metr. numbers 1-3----{ 4,5-8-----·8--------------------3 -----·j3----..3 ----.. 

Counting [30 ----33 ------....38 -------42 ..-----46-..-]49 -..-52 ---. 

Score bifoJio «..181)1"19" ------------.. [ 191"20"]-..--....---..------......---.. 20Ff'21"--.. 

Details Ten. inverted Ten. inv. 


ffi. 45: G-sharp[7j 

Se.eMusical Example 2 
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5. Gesangsperiode (lyrical period) in the recapitulation. 
The highly original continuation of the fugue leads to a second culmination with a new theme, 
falling back into itself. Then the lyrical period is recapitulated. It is only partly similar with the 
exposition. We have the greater part complete in the strings. Two bifolios are lost, [241"25"] 
and [271"28"]. The latter is dealt with in no. 6. The former can be reconstructed with great 
probability, using sketches and a fragment from the exposition. Here Carragan was the first to 
draw the right conclusion. 
The last six measures of Bg. 23D/"24" contain the beginning of the lyrical period. They occur 
also on a sketch, which continues with another six measures. A vi-de sign shows the way to 
four measures on another sketch. Here Bruckner writes Fis d in Gesangsp. wie in 1. Abth. 
dann (F-sharp major in the lyrical period as in the exposition, then), a clear reference to 
measures 9-14 from Bg. 5B. They continute on Bg. 25D/"26". Here all three performing 
versions agree. There are however differences in instrumentation and added parts. 

6. The end of the lyrical period in the recapitulation, transition into the recapitulation of the 
ch~ 

For the lost Bg. [271"28"] there exists a 17 measure sketch. The composer gives the indication 
2. Abth. hier weiter (2nd part here continued). It can explain the last word 'then' from his text 
cited in no. 5. The direct connection with the foregoing bifolio cannot be proven, but is 
possible. Measures 1-4, with the theme in the violoncelli, can be used without additions. 
What follows is the lyrical motif in octave leaps with a new counterpoint in descending 
crotchets. The descending line isn't complete and must be supplemented. At the end, in the 
17th measure, Bruckner writes SchlufJ d m[ollJ (end D minor). Here the likewise descending 
movement of the motif reaches the note D. The passage can be seen as a double unison, which 
brings the lyrical period to an end and leads into a new section. The next bifolio, 28EI"29", 
begins in measure 5 of a period. It is still in D minor, with a return of the string triplets from 
the chorale. It is obvious that they and the D minor must have started four measures earlier. 
SamalelMazzuca and S/PIMIC change measures 3 and 4 from the sketch in the violoncelli, 
according to another sketch. It was however crossed out and newly designed by the composer. 
Moreover these latter sketches relate to an earlier passage. Phillips corrected it in the 
Reconstruction and in the Documentation ofthe fragment. 
At the end they make things far more complicated than they are, in the manner in which they 
connect the end of the 'double unison' to the D minor. They insert 2 (S/M) and 4 (S/PIMIC) 
measures respectively from a so-called 'Gregorian' theme somewhat earlier in the score. The 
reason is that in this manner a connection can be made to the tone a". This connection is 
concluded from a vi-de leap, beginning before this tone in Bg. 26FI"27" and supposedly 
ending on the last page of the lost bifolio, at the point where the D minor starts. So, after the 
double unison, we hear the 'Gregorian' theme and then the start of the triplets (moreoverjJf 
and with trumpet fanfares). 
In the Documentation ofthe fragment the gap after measure 17 of the sketch is left open. 
However, Phillips defends here the supplementation of SIPIMIC: 'This convincing if 
speculative explanation [to reach the tone a" by means ofthe 'Gregorian' theme, 1.R.] was 
realised in the performing version { ..J where it creates a grandiose, stylistically convincing 
climax.,23 

The return of the 'Gregorian' theme here is not based on any material by Bruckner and is 
unnecessary. Again, why not follow Bruckner's clear indication and let the triplets in D minor 
start at the end of the descending double unison? The vi-de remains possible, with the tone A 
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in a lower octave. It is not necessary that the passage after a vi-de connects in exactly the same 
way as the deleted part in the vi-de. One example is the vi-de in the finale of the Fifth 
symphony. The vi-de 's in the finale ofthe Ninth are more compositional scaffolding than real 
propositions to shorten the work. The connection can be made by a tritone-transition from 
A-flat minor into D minor. This kind of progression is one of the most important audacities of 
the piece. 
In both performing versions the lost bifolio is 24 measures long, in my proposition 20. 
Possibly the bifolio had the preparation F, like the foregoing bifolio. This would mean 
Bruckner drew the bar lines himself. Most bifolios in the second part of the score have 16 
measures. 

Carragan in this case didn't go beyond Orel, who seems to place the sketch wrongly at the 
beginning of the lyrical period. Therefore Carragan didn't adopt the sketch but composed a 
new section of 48 measures containing successively: the flute motif from the introduction 
(where it was eliminated in SIPIM/C), the chorale preparation from the exposition with 
elements from the preparation of the main theme, ending in the main theme from the Adagio. 
From here a transition is made to the first measures of Bg. 28E/"29" with the triplets. The 
whole passage sounds almost convincing, but as we saw, it is totally gratuitous. The 
manuscript has no indications whatsoever for something like it and here no more than one 
bifolio of at most 24 measures is missing. 

LContinuation of the ch<2.rnle in the reprise 
The preparation of the chorale in the reprise is very different from that in the exposition. The 
chorale itself, starting in D major, has an accompaniment based on the Te Deum figure. Of the 
wind instruments, only the first trumpet is designated. Carragan doesn't supplement the 
instrumentation, but this fails to do justice to the long preparation, culminating in the return of 
the chorale. The equilibrium with the exposition in this case requires a complete 
instrumentation. After the first two sentences, similar to the exposition, there are another two 
measures, with the melody in the oboe. Then Bg. [301"31"] is lost. The next and last 
transmitted bifolio 31 E1"32" starts with another texture: an intricate contrapuntal elaboration 
of the string triplets and again the oboe. In the last known measures the theme from the 
culmination of the development returns. Bg. [301"31"] is the only case where no sketches or 
older bifolios whatsoever exist. The problem is how to connect the different textures. 
Carragan doesn't use the last bifolio because the Orel-edition gives it a wrong number and 
therefore cannot integrate it. Indeed the number is illegible, but the content, a free 
development of the chorale, and the fact that Bruckner, as in the fugue, counts the measures 
from the start of the chorale prove that it must be Bg. 31 EI"32". 
The notes of the main part in the oboe before the lacuna are b', c"-sharp. Samale/Mazzuca 
continue with d"-sharp, e"; e", f'-sharp, a"-flat (2 mm.), g" (4 mm.). Then six measures 
based on the middle section from the chorale in the exposition, with triplet accompaniment, 
are followed by 31EI"32". As this middle section in the exposition consists of twice four 
measures, here we have only one and a half sentences and then an inversion of the direction. 
In S/P/M/C this course is somewhat changed: d"-sharp, e"; e", f'-sharp, a"-flat (2 mm.), 
g", f', e" (2 mm.), and as continuation the middle section in inversion. In Phillips's 
Reconstruction this situation is reproduced as follows. 'f ..} The periodic structure a/the 
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non-extant [30/"31 "} can most plausibly be reconstructed as -3-12; 1-6- or -11-14; 1-6; 1-6 
[ . .}; the triplet motive design which continues on thejirst p. a/the/allowing bi/olio [ . .} may 
have begun in the 11 th m. 0/[30/"31 "} [ . .J '. This is right. But Phillips continues: 'The last 
two mm. a/the preceding as well as thejirst 2 mm. a/the/allowing bi/olio [ . .} suggest the 
possibility that the passage may have been derived as an inversion 0/the chorale theme (first 
12 mm.) as well as 0/its 8-m. middle section. In any case, an exact inversion is possible. Cf 
the exposition [ . .}'. 24 The result in SIPIM/C however shows that an exact inversion is not 
possible. The first interval in the chorale continuation (b', c" -sharp) is a major second and not 
a minor as in the chorale itself. In fact we hear the first four measures backwards and then a 
free inversion. And why only 12 measures from the 16-measure chorale? The inversion of the 
main part ofthe following middle section also isn't exact. That should be here: a" -flat, 
b"-flat, b" (2 mm.); c"', d"', e"'-flat (2 mm.). In S/P/M/C however it is chromatic: a"-flat, 
a", b" -flat (2 mm.); c''', c'" -sharp, d'" (2 mm.). Otherwise it doesn't connect to 31E/"32". 
There is a remarkable clue in the score. In the first measure after the lacuna the strings start 
with measure number 7 and the oboe, having the melody, with number 5. One can conclude 
that the oboe theme starts two measures later than the string triplets. At the beginning of the 
lost bifolio, moreover, there is another possibility than is offered by the known performing 
versions. The two oboe notes b', c"-sharp can be seen as the start of the middle section in 
inversion. It appears earlier than in S/P/M/C and the inversion in the main oboe part can be 
exact. In the middle section of the chorale in the exposition the oboe also has the melody. This 
solution needs less artifice and is simpler than both S/M and S/P/M/C. 
When the middle section is played three times (12 mm.), it ends in E-flat minor. With the 
triplets starting in E-minor, by a free movement of the bass, figuring at several places in 
Bruckner, a very natural connection to the following bifolio is possible. 

See Musical Example 4 

Cillla 
No numbered bifolios after 31E/"32" are known. Also none ofthe few sketches connects to it. 
There is no obvious continuous course between them even. Using them to compose a coda 
therefore means a lot of speculation. Carragan makes use of the first 24 measures from a 
particella that Bruckner perhaps meant to be a part ofthe coda. S/M and SIPIMIC take 28 
measures ofthe 36. It is a long climax made up ofthe introduction theme ofthe finale (from 
the Ninth) and of the principal theme of the Eighth symphony, completely built on tritone 
progressions. It could be the last climax before the end, but also a rejected form of the 
preparation of the chorale. 
Falling back on literary sources - Bruckner would have said the symphony was to end with a 
song of praise to the dear Lord and therefore he was to use in the coda 'The Allelujah a/the 
second part' - Carragan includes in his coda elements from the Allelujah of Bruckner's 150th 
Psalm. Phillips and his colleages understand Bruckner's utterance as a reference to the Trio of 
the Eighth symphony. In his defence ofthe SIPIM/C coda, Phillips goes very far along the 
literary path. According to another tradition the score would contain a counterpoint of all the 
themes, as in the Eighth symphony. 
I don't think the concrete music can be deduced from oral tradition, which could also be 
interpreted as biographical commonplace. In connection with the older versions of 
SamalelMazzucca's score, Samale speculated that Bruckner would have had a crisis of faith 
and composed a non-triumphant close ofthe finale. 25 So, speculation can lead us anywhere. 
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Of course, it's easy to criticize without giving an alternative, but frankly, I don't feel the 

added codas do render Bruckner a service. Maybe there are two possibilities. First a simple, 

short coda, not pretending to imitate Bruckner, just to have a close. Second, a coda which isn't 

a Bruckner pastiche either, but is a modem comment on what precedes it. Only the tracing of 

lost manuscript material could save the real coda for us. 

Even in its incompleted state Bruckner's final movement is a moving expression of artistic 

courage and creative imagination. 


Instrumentation an<lsJJpplementati on 

When the structure of a piece is not right, added instrumentation cannot help. Therefore in the 

preceding remarks the emphasis was laid on the problems of structure and continuity. Of 

course, after that, there are many problems regarding instrumentation. The composer 

completed 178 measures; 86 measures with completed strings could be used without 

additions. Then, especially in the middle section, where Bruckner was in the process of 

completing the parts of the wind instruments, the question is how to interpret problematical 

pencil sketches and texts in the score. This is the case in 52 measures. As stated I have been 

very reserved but did add some woodwind and brass in 84 measures, of which the chorale 

recapitulation was fully instrumentated. Most of the string parts are complete, but in 32 

measures they are not. To complete them, however, poses little problems. Where the 

connection ofbifolios from different compositional stages causes joining problems (reviewed 

in the preceding), 12 measures had to be adapted, based on Bruckner's own indications. The 

57 measures of particella sketches and SVE (continuity drafts) which were elaborated and 

instrumentated have been extensively reviewed and 47 of them can be found in the Musical 

Examples. (The remaining 10 are reviewed in no. ~esangsperioddl1JM~ recapitulation.) 

Finally 47 measures, where no original material at all exists, had to be supplemented. These 

also form part of the Musical Examples. My score contains 548 measures. 

So, at some points, supplemented instrumentation is necessary, but I would prefer somewhat 

more restraint than in the reviewed versions. S/M and S/P/M/C, when they refer to their 

Analogverfahren (analogy method) which is the comparison of sketches and score of the first 

three movements of the symphony, give the impression of a real provable result. I would like 

to stay close to the transmitted text and only add necessary supplementations. 


To conclude 

As stated in the beginning, these results are provisional, awaiting further pUblishing. What 

precedes could show that the story of the piece is not yet closed. 

I would welcome critical comments. 


© 2003 J.J.H.M. Roelands 
Nijrnegen 
The Netherlands 

The MUsical Examples follow 
the end-notes overleaf 
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Nores. 
1Anton Bruckner. Entwilrfe und Skizzen zur IX. Symphonie / vorgelegt und erliiuterr von Alfred Orel. Vienna, 

1934. Also as Special ed. 

2peter Palmer drew my attention to this performance ofCarragan's new version. Being so recent, it couldn't be 

reviewed in the present arricle. 

3John A. Phillips: Neue Erkentnisse zum Finale der neunten Symphonie Anton Bruckners. Bruckner Jahrbuch 

1989190, Vienna 1992; 11S-203. There is also an article in English: The Finale of Bruckner's Ninth Symphony: 

New light on an old problem. Miscellanea Musicologica (Australia); Adelaide Studies in Musicology, XVII 

~1990), 193-277. 


IX. Symphonie D-moll, Finale (unvollendet) : Rekonstruktion der Autograph-Parritur nach den erhaltenen 
Quellen : Studienpartitur / [Anton Bruckner] ; vorgelegt von John A. Phillips. - Vienna, 1994; 2nd, rev. ed. 
1999. ISMN M-S002S-211-S. 
SIX. Symphonie D-Moll, Finale (unvollendet) : Faksirnile-Ausgabe samtlicher autographen Notenseiten / [Anton 
Bruckner] ; vorgel. u. erl. von John A. Phillips. - (Anton Bruckner: Samtliche Werke: zu ixl4). - Vienna, Musikw. 
Ver1., 1996. - ISMN M-S002S-133-0. 
6In internet discussion groups one can find impressions of and opinions about the performing versions but no 
reviews based on knowledge of the reconstruction or the manuscripts. 
7IX. Symphonie D-Moll, Finale (unvollendet) : Dokumentation des Fragments. Partitur / vorgelegt von John A. 
Phillips.- Vienna, Musikw. VerI., 1999. - ISMN M-S002S-232-0. 
8For instance, Orel's types of folio preparation should represent five or six different versions ofthe piece. In fact 
there has been one continuous composition process. 
9 'Die Sinfonie ist aufgar keinen Fall zu vollenden wei! kein Mensch wissen kann wie Bruckner das zu Ende 
gebracht hiitte und weil kein Menschjene geistige, geniale Gedankenfiille hiitte wie sie Bruckner gehabt hat. ' 
Leopold Nowak interviewed by Cornelis van Zwol, 1986. Quoted from a 1990 radio-broadcast. 
I 0Carragan 's text, cited from the booklet by Noel Goodwin with the CD of Carragan's version. Oslo Philh. arch. 
/ Yoav Talrni. Chandos 70S1(2). 
11Anton Bruckner. IX. Symphony in D minor. Finale. Reconstruction of the autograph score from the surviving 
manuscripts. Performing version by Nicola Samale, John A. Phillips and Giuseppe Mazzuca with the assistance 
of Gunnar Cohrs. Ed. by John A. Phillips: Adelaide, 1992. In 1993 there were some minor corrections and 
SIPIMIC became SIP/CIM in connection with editorial problems. 
12 'Eine Komplettierung sollte nicht versuchen, sich die Vorrechte des Komponisten zu eigen zu machen; wenn 
dies geschieht, wird die Komplettierung zu einer "Bearbeitung". Die Auffuhrungsfassung eines "unvollendeten" 
Werkes sollte eher nur soweit gehen, dessen klangliche Realisation zu ermoglichen und dadurch, wenn auch nur 
andeutungsweise, eine Vorstellung dessen anzubieten, was der urspriinglichen Intention entspricht. ' (Neue 
Erkenntnisse, 148) 
13Timothy Jackson. Bruckner's metrical numbers. 19th-century music XIV/2 (1990); 101-131. 
14Anton Bruckner. Finale della IX Sinfonia, ricostruzione di Nicola Samale e Giuseppe Mazzuca. Ricordi: 
Milan, 1986. 
ISDok. des Fragm. p. 103. 
16Rekonstr. p. 2S, n. L 
17Dok. des Fragm. p. XXI. 
18In fact the SamalelMazzuca score precedes, not only chronologically, the Reconstruction by John Phillips. 
19Dok. des Fragm. p. XXII. 
20Dok. des Fragm. p. 112. In the 3rd m. I read the 3rd note as G-sharp and the 4th as E. Phillips gives F-sharp 
and E-sharp (E-natural in the Rekonstr.) 
21 Neue Erkenntnisse, 173/4. 
22Letter to Franz Bayer, 22 April 1893. 
23Dok. des Fragm. p. lIS. 
24Rekonstr. p. 129, n. l. 
2SThomas Roder sketched a much more ambiguous picture of Bruckner's religiosity than is usually propagated. 
Modemity didn't leave him unaffected. During his whole artistic career there was a conflict between his religious 
faith and his faith in himself as a free artist. The strange document he had drawn up for him shortly before he 
died stated that he always should have his full freedom and enjoy the whole ofhis life. It leaves room for the 
supposition that he may not have left the world at peace with his God. Archiv f. Musikw. Beiheft XLV (1999); 
SO-63: Anton Bruckners Glaube. 
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Start of the development 
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Example 2 
Continuation of the Fugue 
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Example 3 
End of lyrical period in the recapitulation 
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Example 4 
Continuation of the chorale in the recapitulation 
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Bruckner's Last Fina1e 

An Austrian Premiere for the Ninth Symphony 

TOSCANA CONGRESS HALL, GMUNDEN, TUESDAY 8 OCTOBER 2002. 
Finally--a chance to hear "all" of Bruckner's Ninth Symphony. 
I had looked forward to this moment, knowing that Bruckner had 
come very close to putting together the finale of his last 
work. Though death had taken him before he could properly 
finish the movement, the vast sections that survive tell us 
much about what the composer had in mind. Wonderful as the 
first three movements are, the immensity of the conclusion 
that nearly came about had long piqued my curiosity. Now the 
puzzle would finally be complete. 

Well, almost. The situation is somewhat more complicated than that. 
Matters of orchestration, counterpoint and other crucial factors were left 
unfinished upon Bruckner's passing. They would need to be deciphered and 
even added to the surviving score in order to present the finale in a 
syntactically correct form. Any performable version of the movement, in 
other words, would require at least some intervention on the part of 
someone other than the composer. What, then, was the status of the music I 
was about to hear? And was it even a legitimate enterprise to give the 
work in this form? 

Perhaps the strongest argument in favour of completing a musical 
masterpiece left unfinished by its composer lies in the possibility of 
realizing ideas that otherwise would have remained silent, even after 
having been committed to paper by some of the greatest musical minds the 
world has ever produced. For all the shortcomings inherent in filling in 
missing compositional details, completions rescue from undeserved oblivion 
some of the treasures of our musical culture. It would be difficult, for 
instance, to find anyone willing to do without Mozart's Requiem on account 
of its unfinished state. Even when one recognizes the compromises which 
Sussmayr and others had to make, their adaptation of Mozart's masterpiece 
is--most would agree--better than abandoning the music to a fate on a dusty 
shelf. 

Ironically, this nearly happened to a number of works which have long 
occupied our attention. Mahler's Tenth Symphony is arguably the most 
famous case, with Deryck Cooke finally breaking with what, for many, was a 
modern taboo on fleshing out the structure Mahler left in sketches and 
drafts. Other completers have followed, with Mahler's Tenth itself 
(Mazzetti, carpenter, Wheeler), but also with other landmark compositions 
such as Berg's Lulu (Friedrich Cerha), Schubert's Tenth Symphony (Brian 
Newbould) and now Bruckner's Ninth (Carragan; Samale, Phillips, Cohrs and 
Mazzuca). Purists balk at what they see as the presumption of wayward 
acolytes meddling in the work of genius, but few if any of these editors 
and arrangers, I think, would argue that the work in question has been put 
right in perpetui ty. No perfect anticipation is possible of what the 
composer would have altered or added if the work had been completed. Given 
this humbling awareness and mindful of the proviso it imposes on our 
listening, such completions enable us to enrich our musical lives 
considerably. Indeed, it says much for the ingenuity of their creators 
that these works still move us so powerfully. 
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The performance of Bruckner's Ninth, completed by Samale, 
Phillips, Cohrs and Mazzuca, proved to be a case in point. 
The Janacek Philharmonic Orchestra of Ostrava was not well 
acquainted with Bruckner's oeuvre, the stage was too small, 
the hall not ideal. But the opportunity to hear what Bruckner 
had in mind repaid the task that both the performers and the 
audience were set. Much of the energy and elan of the 
concert can be ascribed to the conductor, Benjamin-Gunnar 
Cohrs. His thorough knowledge of the score and sources, 
passion for the piece, and commitment to paying minute 
attention to the composer's markings shed new light on the 
three well-known movements. Conducting from memory, he led 
us into the unknown finale with steady assurance. 

The ensemble had a certain edginess of sound, making smooth contours 
and a blending of timbres difficult at times, yet this lent freshness to 
the interpretation, with surprising and often effective results. The 
event also included the performing version of two discarded trios to the 
second movement, and the concert was preceded by an informative talk by 
the conductor. 

It is the finale that echoes most memorably after this concert. The 
deeply restless quality of the movement seems to reflect the years of 
frustration Bruckner spent in search of a satisfying close to the 
symphony intended to crown his life's work. There are plenty of clever 
devices, motivic quotations from all the previous movements, a wagnerian 
chorale, open references to the Te Deum--but for me, the whole will not 
quite gel. The gestures seem overwrought, as if trying too hard to bear 
the weight of the entire piece. Bruckner's usual instinct for 
proportions and long-range structure somehow fails to lead to the 
dramatic tension and release which are such a hallmark of his style. 
Inevitability seems to have escaped him. 

There are several possible reasons for this. One might be 
tempted to claim that there has been some mistake; that the 
interpretations of those who put the completion together have 
simply led to egregious errors. Others might argue that the 
movement in its final form simply did not "work" to the 
composer's satisfaction. Bruckner did not delay the 
completion for want of ideas but because he was dissatisfied 
with them. But the considerably advanced state of the drafts 
and sketches suggests a very different answer: that Bruckner 
was breaking new ground--indeed, that the radical nature of 
his vision will require us to consider the entire work anew. 
For his Ninth Symphony with this finale is not the Ninth 
Symphony we thought we knew. Before resisting the work out 
of a lack of familiarity, we might let re-hearings shape a 
different experience of it and, with time and patience, let 
those experiences suggest just where Bruckner might have been 
going at his journey's end. 

MORTEN SOLVIK 

ABIl. The Anton Bruckner Institut Linz has a new postal address. 
Appropriately, it is: Postgasse 7-9/2/1. Stock, A-lOlO VIENNA 
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The first volume of the Bruckner Bibliography
(Anton Bruckner Dokumente &Studten 4, Graz: 
Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1985), 
which covered the years up to 1974, provided
the first comprehensive bibliographical
survey of the composer. Renate Grasberger
has devised a different format for the second 
volUme: Bruckner-Bibliographie II (1975-1999), 
Vienna, Musikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, 2002. 
Her book is arranged more simply and contains 
an addendum to the first volume, based on 
archival material and private collections. 
Her main concern has been to provide "access 
to Bruckner's personality, work and historical 
background", although some entries mention him 
only fleetingly. Also included are concert 
introductions and newspaper articles "insofar 
as they throw light on areas of fundamental 
importance". Reviews are excluded, except for 
concerts where original versions of Bruckner's 
works were played for the first time. 

Paperback 249pp Euros 33.-- CRAWFORD HOWIE 

Third nBruckner Journal- Conference, 
University of Nottingham Arts Centre .'................................... 

TALKS AND PAPERS were given by
Philip Weller, William Carragan, 
Dermot Gault, Peter Palmer and 
Crawford Howie at our third bi
ennial conference on 26 April. Mark 
Audus and Robert Pascall have 
promised talks for 2005. 
Ken Cooper:

A vote of thanks to those of you
who made the seminar such an 
enjoyable occasion. 1 know that 
such events take meticulous 
planning. 
Ken Ward: 

It was a pleasure to meet fellow 
readers, and a privilege to sit in 
on the Quintet rehearsal. Thanks. 
John Wright:

The evening concert was well 
attended and the Quintet went. 
wonderfully well. We had a good
deal of interesting conversation. 
What a joy it is to meet our 
American friends [David Aldeborgh,
William Carragan, Bob McColley]! 

Crawford Howie has contributed 
two essays to The Ca_bridge
Co_panion to Bruckner (320pp), 
to be published in hardback and 
paperback this summer by the 
Cambridge University Press. 

In the brochure for the Fourth 
Wurzburg Bruckner Festival it was 
stated that the fourth movement of 
Bruckner's Ninth would be given in a 
2002 performi ng vers ion. This date was 
added in good faith to Dr Franz Zamazal's review 
in our last issue. Benjamin-Gunnar Cohrs points 
out that the version used was in fact the 1996 
revision of the 1992 edition by Samale, Phillips,
Mazzuca, and Cohrs. Apologies to both him and 
Or Zamazal for the misunderstanding. 

In connection with this edition, Benjamin
Gunnar Cohrs expresses regret that the conductor 
in wUrzburg chose to "correct" an authentic 
dissonance on the trtJ1l.)ets (bars 259-262, p. 35 
of the score of the Documentation). 

DONATIONS to TBJ are gratefully acknowledged
from Benjamin-Gunnar Cohrs, Roger HtIIJlhries and 
Robert Wardell. One benefactor sent a banknote 
from a jacket that was about to be cleaned. We 
are glad to do our bit to camat lOOney
1aunderi ng ••• 
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DAVID BRIGGS will launch his organ transcription of 
Bruckner's Seventh at the Nottingham Albert Hall on 
Sunday September 28 (2.45pm), writes Peter Palmer. 
The ex-G1oucester Cathedral organist, now a freelance recitalist, 

~ is well known for his recording of Mahler's Fifth. When I . suggested the Bruckner syrrphony to him, he agreed there and then 
because he had got to know the work as a v;olist in the National 
Youth Orchestra of Great Brita;n. 

The pren1~re will be given on a 58-stop Binns organ of 1909 
\\t1ich was restored in 1992-93. David Briggs will also be 
irrprovising on themes by Bruckner. Admission is FREE to Journal 
subscribers--simp1y state your name and town at the reception
desk in the foyer. The organist will be interviewed at 2.15pn. 
Doors open at 12.30pn, and lunch and light refreshments can be 
enjoyed at the hall. For reservations, call 0115 950 0411. 

The hall is on North Circus St adjacent to Nottingham
Playhouse, about! mile fran the city's Midland Mainline railway station. There is \\t1ee1chair 
access at the rear (Maid Marian Way) and free on-street parking on Sundays. The nearest hotel is 
the Strathdon, 44 Derby Road, tel. 0115 941 8501, fax 0115 948 3725. 

D I A R Y (U.K.) 
July 5 Mass in Eminor. Binningham Festival 

Choral Society with Kevin Gill, organ.
T€'t'.4<esbury Abbey (7pn). Tickets £10, cone. £8 

August 14 Three Motets. Swedish Radio Choir 
&Eric Ericson Chamber Choir. Royal Albert 
Hall, london (1Opn). BBC PRQ\1S 

August 25 Syrrphony No.3. Barrterg Syrrphony 
Orchestra/Jonathan Nott. Usher Hall, 
Edinburgh (9pn). Tel: 0131 473 2000 

September 2 SYfTllhony No.5. BBC S:yrrp/1ony
Orchestra/Jukka-Pekka Saraste. Royal Albert 
Hall, london (7pn). BBC PR(}1S 

September 28 Syrrphony No. 7 transcribed for 
organ, plus Improvisation. SEE ABOVE 

October 9 SYfTllhony No.4. Phl1hanmnia/
Christoph von Dohnanyi. Royal Festival Hall, 
london 

November 2 Syrrphony No. 9 and Te Deum. 
london Symphony Orchestra &lSD Chorus!Michae1 
Tilson Thanas. Barbican Hall, london 

** Thi s concert wi 11 be preceded by a shoong of 
Hans Conrad Fischer's life of Bruckner 
introduced by Andrew Youdell in CINEMl\ ONE at 
3.30pn. Tickets £7,. conc. £5.50 

November 20 SYfTllhony No.6. Dresden 
Staatskape11e/Bernard Haitink. Symphony Hall, 
Binn1ngham 

ELSEWHERE IN EUROPE •••• 

A danced version of the String 
Quintet and an arrangement of 
Bruckner's Seventh for chamber 
orchestra are to figure in the 
linz Bruckner Festival (Sep 14
Oct 5). The prograrTTll! al so includes 
the Third and Fourth Symphonies and sare 
motets. Taking part in the festival are 
the linz Bruckner Orchestra, Russian 
National Orchestra, Orchestre National de 
France and Kremerata Baltica. 
http://www.brucknerhaus.at 

Ulf Schirmer conducts the Vienna Syrrphony 
in Bruckner's Ninth at the Festival Opera
Theatre, Bregenz on August 10 • Christian 
Schmitt will play the Scherzo fran the 
Fourth Syrrphony in Thcmas Sdmegner' s 
organ transcription at lucerne Concert 
Hall on August 26 (12 •15pn) • MeTbers of 
the Wiener Streichsextett perfonn the 
String Quintet in the Ange1ika-Kauffmann
Saal, Schwarzenberg as part of Schubertiade 
2003 in the Vorar1berg on Septemer 4 (4pn) 

There were 1,452 visitors 1 ast year to the 
Anton Bruckner t>Bmrial Centre in Ansfelden 

. . . 

We are sorry to learn of the death 
of our Danish reader Bent K10vborg, 
a subscriber from the beginning. 

http:http://www.brucknerhaus.at
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